Introduction
Flexible Assembly System (FAS) is one of the basic types of Flexible Manufacturing Systems. It consists of automated assembly stations and transport devices. It is dedicated for simultaneous assembly of many different products in short series. The basic problems related to FAS functioning are described in the works [1] and [2] .
The basic planning and control tasks in FAS include [3] :  selection of only one assembly plan from among the given alternative plans for each product;  balancing machine workload, that is optimization of distribution of tasks and resources in order to execute the coming production orders;  scheduling assembly tasks in order to build detailed assembly schedules. The solution of the first of the tasks (selection of assembly plans) affects quality of the solutions of the further listed tasks. Assembly machine workload and assembly schedule length are dependent on the selected assembly plans. The overview of the assembly planning methods, including selection of assembly plans, is given in [4] . This work shows that a major part of the assembly planning methods is based on discrete optimization. This mathematical tool has been also used in the methods presented in this paper.
Another task for FAS is balancing machine workload. In case of the assembly systems in which parts are collected from the feeders, this task has one more aspect. The solution of this tasks contributes not only to determination of allocation of assembly tasks to machines, but also to planning location of the part feeders. Majority of assembly tasks consists in adding assembly of single parts or components to the already assembled parts. The execution of this tasks, which includes limited working space for individual machines, has also been included in the methods presented in the article. Taking into consideration of planning location of the part feeders has been inspired by paper [5] . The issues related to breaking down the part feeders is also given in the paper [6] . As compared with the assembly planning methods presented in these papers, this work defines not only a set of types of tasks which require using part feeders, but also a set of types of tasks which do not need them (e.g. welding, soldering).
The last of the stated tasks is scheduling assembly tasks in order to develop the product flow schedule through the assembly system. Task scheduling methods of assembly planning may be broken down into two groups: those which allow determination of optimum solutions (in view of the criteria taken into account) and those which are used to determine approximate solutions which are slightly deviated from the optimum. The literature covering the issues of scheduling of assembly tasks for flow systems is very rich. The overview of methods is described in [8] .
An approach for integration of process planning and scheduling was inspired by article [9] . The method described in [9] consists of modules: plan selection modules, scheduling module, schedule analysis and process plan modification module. However, these interesting methods are not suited to the Flexible Assembly Systems.
One of two approaches is used for solving problems in assembly planning: monolithic (one-level) or hierarchical (multilevel) [7] . The monolithic approach takes into account many parameters, variables included in a large number of constraints at the same time. With this approach, difficulties arise in solving problems of significant size. For this reason, an alternative approach is often used, which allows solving problems of relatively larger volumes. It is usually achieved with some deviation from the optimum solution. In this hierarchical approach, the global problem is divided into a number of problems solved in succession. The division into sub-problems allows simultaneous accounting of a relatively smaller number of parameters, variables, constraints.
The methods built by the author of the paper are related to the presented issues. These methods are based on the hierarchical approach. They take into consideration various configurations of assembly machines for production of electric and electronic equipment.
Concepts of the methods
The methods have been prepared for multi-stage, unidirectional flow systems in which many different types of the assembled products may flow at the same time. Each stage is a set of identical machines operating in parallel. Passing through the given stage, the product constitutes workload for one machine only. Some stages may be omitted by individual products. A sample configuration of the assembly line with parallel machines is presented in Figure 1 .
These methods take into account the following configurations of the production system:  a flexible assembly line with intermediate buffers of limited capacities (Figure 1 ). If a product does not constitute workload for the given machine, it is awaiting in the buffer preceding the stage of the given machine.
 a flexible assembly line without intermediate buffers.
When there are no buffers, 2 cases are analysed: 1: machines perform the role of buffers: when the next task cannot be executed, the product blocks the machine in which the last task has been completed; 2: the so-called "no-waiting" schedule is built: breaks between execution of consecutive tasks result only from transport time between the machines of different stages. The concepts of the two developed methods (C1 and C2) are illustrated in the block diagrams in Figure 2 . These diagrams include also markings of the linear mathematical models of integer programming built for individual method levels. On the first level of the C1 method, machine workloads are balanced. The purpose is to prevent the socalled "bottlenecks" in the assembly system. On the first level of the C2 method, stage workloads are balanced. The allocation of the tasks to the machines takes place at the second level of the method. For both methods, two types of production routes have been taken into account:  a fixed assembly routes: each task type is allocated to the machines of the same stage;  an alternative assembly routes: each task type is allocated to at least one machine; these machines may belong to different stages.
The following are solutions of the problem formulated for the level I of the methods: allocation of the tasks to the machines (for the C1 method), allocation of the tasks to the stages (for the C2 method). These allocations take into consideration the selected assembly plans. Exactly one assembly plan is selected for each product. Machine workload by assembly tasks are assigned to the selected plans are as low as possible.
The assembly plans and the allocations of the tasks to the machines (for the C1 method) or the allocations of the tasks to the stages (for the C2 method) selected at the level I, each of the methods constitute data for the level II of the methods, in which assembly tasks are scheduling. The schedules with the shortest possible lengths are constructed. The mathematical models have been built for 3 different cases: the system with the intermediate buffers (M2a, M4a); the system without the buffers, with the possibility of blocking the machines by the products awaiting the next tasks (M2b, M3b); the system without the buffers, where the tasks are "no-waiting" scheduling (M2c, M4c).
Parameters and variables
The problems stated in the previous chapter have been described mathematically. The sets of assembly plans are given. For each product, at least one series of consecutive tasks is generated. The sets of product types, assembly tasks, the machines belonging to individual assembly stages are also known. The list of all the indices, parameters and variables used in the linear mathematical models built for the methods is given in Table 1 . Table 1 . Iindices, parameters and variables used in the models Indices: Variables for the M3a and M3b models (for the C2 method): P max = maximum stage workload; x vj = 1, if type of assembly task j has been assigned to stage v, otherwise x vj = 0; z vjs = 1, if assembly task j belonging to the plan s has been assigned to stage v, otherwise z vjs = 0;  for the models built for the level II: q ikl = 1, if during period l task of product k is executed on machine i , otherwise q ikl = 0; y vkl = 1, if during period l product k is in the buffer located before stage v, otherwise y vkl = 0 (for the M2a, M4a); w ikl = 1, if during period l machine i is loaded by product k, awaiting the execution of the next task (the machine performs the role of the buffer), otherwise w ikl = 0.
Level I: selection of assembly plans
In accordance with the diagram in Figure 1 , at the level I of the methods is solved the problem of balancing machine workloads (the C1 method) or is solved the problem of balancing stage workloads (the C2 method) with the simultaneous selection of the assembly plans.
The all mathematical models built for the C1 method are presented in the papers [10] and [11] of the author of this article. The models constructed for the level I of the C1 method are described in [10] : the M1a model (us M1-I in [10] and the M1b model (us M2-I in [10] ).
These are the mathematical models M3a and M3b:
(1) Minimize: max P Subject to: 
In the linear mathematical models M3a and M3b, the load of the most loaded stage (1), determined according to (2) , is minimized. The second component of the inequality (2) allows for a limited availability of machines in the makespan. The remaining constraints guarantee: (3) -the allocation of each type of tasks to one stage only (for the M3a model); (4) -the allocation of each type of tasks to at least one stage (for the M3b model); (5) -taking into consideration limited working space of the machines; (6) -the selection of exactly one assembly plan for each product flowing through the assembly line; (7) -distribution of all the assembly tasks (assigned to the selected plans) between the stages; (8) -the allocation of the tasks assigned to the particular product to these stages which are assigned (according to (3) , (4)) the possibility of execution of the task of this type; (9) -maintaining the order of execution of the tasks according to the given assembly plans with an unidirectional product flow; (10) -binary of decision variables.
Level II: scheduling of assembly tasks
The models constructed for the level II of the C1 method are described in [10] and [11] : the M2a model (us M1-II in [10] , the M2b model (us M1-II in [11] ) and the M2c model (us M2-II in [10] ). The models constructed for the level II of the C2 method are presented in this chapter.
The results of the problem solved at the level I constitute the input data for the problem of scheduling assembly tasks solved at the level II. These data include: t vk -time of loading stage v by product k, determined using (11).
These are the mathematical models M4a, M4b and M4c:
-for M4b and M4c (14) Subject to:
For the M4a model only:
For the M4b model only:
;  ;
Moreover, to the models M4a and M4b, the constraint (31) may be added, whereas for the model M4c,  = 0 should be assumed: the maximum break in the execution of the assembly tasks.
In order to build schedules with the shortest possible schedule lengths, the sums are minimized: (12) -for the systems with the intermediate buffers, (13) -for the system without the buffers. Minimization of the schedule length is approximated. Minimization of the sum of (12) or (13) ensures building not only shortest-length schedules, but also relatively short times of completion of assembly of each product. The value of the  k parameter may be used to control the order of leaving the system by the assembled products. Minimization of the sum (12) ensures the selection from among the schedules the solution in which the intermediate buffers are least loaded, that is the products move directly between the assembly machines. The constraints guarantee: (14) -the execution of at the most one task on the machine at the given time, if this machine is made available for the execution of the task in the analysed period; (15) -distribution of all the assembly tasks between the machines and their execution in the given time; (16) -ensuring indivisibility of the execution of the assembly tasks; (17) -maintaining the order of the execution of the assembly tasks in the unidirectional flow system; (18) -ensuring loading of one machine at the most by the product flowing through the given stage; (19), (24) and (30) -binary of the decision variables; (20) -determining duration of stay of particular products in the buffers; (21) and (22) -ensuring placing of the product in the buffer directly before the execution of the following tasks; (23) -verification of using the buffers by the products, taking into consideration the limited capacity of the buffers; (25) -ensuring the possibility of blocking by the product only these machines to which the relevant operations have been assigned; (26) -determining the time of blocking the machine by the product awaiting the execution of the following tasks; (27) and (28) -determining the time ranges in which the machine performs the role of the buffer; (29) -elimination of the machine performing the role of the buffer during the execution of the assembly tasks; (31) -protection against exceeding the maximum duration of break in the assembly of the product.
For the schedules built based on the C1 or C2 method, the length of schedule may be determined using (32).
Calculation experiments
The conducted calculation experiments were aimed at verification of the built mathematical models and comparison of two concepts of assembly planning for electric and electronic equipment. The discrete optimization package has been used along with the AMPL language (A Modelling Language for Mathematical Programming) [12] . The assumption was adopted that the priorities are identical for the execution of the individual products. The experiments were conducted for 4 groups of test problems. For each of the groups, 30 examples were solved (for producers of electric equipment). The parameters of these groups are given in Table 2 . The first group of calculation experiments was aimed at comparison of the determined schedule lengths according to (32) with the global estimate of the schedule length LBC max [1, p. 139] . In order to compare the obtained values C max with the lower bound of the schedule length LBC max , the value of the  coefficient has been determined. This coefficient, which is the deviation of the schedule length from the estimate from the bottom of the length of the schedule has been defined in the relationship (33). The average values of this coefficient for the built methods are given in Table 3 . The header of the table gives the markings of the mathematical models used to solve the test examples. The analysis of the results given in Table 3 shows that when the C1 method is used, longer makespans have been obtained than in case of the C2 method. For the systems with the buffer (the models M2a, M4a), the value of the deviation  did not exceed for the C2 method: 10% for fixed routes and 6.3% for alternative routes, and for the C1 method: 13.7% for fixed routes and 9.3% for alternative routes. After modification of the data, which consisted in taking into account the settings of two buffers before each stage (one product may be waiting in the buffer), the value of the deviation  changed slightly and did not exceed 10.5% for the C2 method and 14% for the C1 method.
The average values of the deviations given in Table 3 show that the longest schedules were determined for the systems in which breaks are forbidden between the execution of the consecutive tasks for each product. Here, the average value of the deviation  did not exceed 22.7% for the C1 method and 19.3% for the C2 method. However, it should be emphasized than "no-waiting" scheduling always result in construction of longer schedules. The makespans for "no-waiting" scheduling were 8  12% longer than the times of task schedules for the systems with the buffer. With blocking of the machines by the products awaiting the execution of the task allowed, the schedule length increased by 4  9% as compared with the makespan for the systems with buffers.
The results given in Table 3 show also the effect of the allowed types of assembly routes on the schedule length of the assembly tasks. In case of fixed production routes, the makespans were longer than in case of alternative routes, for which differences in loading of individual machines are smaller. For the test examples, the schedule length increased to 12% (in reference to alternative routes) in case of assembly planning for fixed routes.
The lengths of the schedule built according to the C2 method constituted 89%  94% of the lengths of schedules obtained with the C1 method and the schedules with the C2 method were on the average 7.8% shorter than the solutions obtained for C1. Assignment of the possibility of allocation of the tasks to the machines in the lower level of the C2 method had to be compensated with the calculation time longer by about 20%  30% as compared with the calculation times for the C1 method. The calculation times for "no waiting" scheduling were longer by about 28% than the times of solving problems for the systems with the possibility of blocking the machines and by about 40% longer than the calculation times for the systems with the buffers.
Scheduling of the tasks was also compared with the optimum solutions. The Johnson algorithm [13] was used here for the systems with two stages (the groups 1 and 2 of the test problems, Table 2 ) and for the systems with three stages (the groups 3 and 4 of the test problems). In case of the comparison with the Johnson algorithm, the makespans were longer by 4.8  6.9% (on the average by 6.5%) for the C1 method and 3.3  5.5% (on the average by 4.4) for the C2 method. The comparison related to the systems with three assembly stages presented extending the makespans by 4.7  6.6% (on the average by 5.9%) for the C1 method and 3.2  5.3% (on the average by 4.3) for the C2 method.
In comparison of the developed methods with the known algorithm, attention has to be paid to the advantages related to the possibilities of the developed methods. The C1 and C2 methods take into consideration limited availability of the machines, and the tasks which require the use of parts the feeder are set aside from the other tasks. Moreover, the presented methods are used for selection of the assembly plans.
Conclusion
The presented comparison of the two methods allowed measuring of shortcomings and advantages of two alternative approaches to assembly planning. The results of the comparison proved that leaving a larger space for the level of task scheduling positively affects the length of scheduling assembly tasks. Assigning the tasks to the machines at the lower level increases duration of the calculations in reference to machine loading at the upper level, but the schedules are shorter.
In the mathematical models built for the lower levels of the methods, the time criterion has also been taken into account. The scheduling problem uses also, obviously enough, other criteria, for example related to costs. Using the available resources, including machines, parts feeders, is obviously related to incurring some costs.
The built mathematical models may be modified, expanded, and used for construction of other algorithms. In order to shorten the time of calculations for the problems of significant size, application of the developed models in relaxation heuristics is recommended. An example of such an algorithm in which binary variables are replaced with continuous variables and then the integral solutions are determined with specific rules is given in the work [14] .
The observed development of computer technology, software and algorithms [15] promotes the development of methods based on integer programming which include the presented concepts of assembly planning. The discrete optimization packages feature higher calculation power, which allows solving of problems of increasing sizes and significant shortening of calculation time.
